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Background

Benefits

Implementation framework 
(From consumer to producer)

Way forward



Our School

 Founded in 1962

 A government-aided Catholic school for girls 

 EMI school (one of the 114 EMI schools from 1998-2010)

 1 fine-tuned class since 2010



Project on 
promoting 

multimodality 
in F.1

School’s major concern: To 

enhance students’ learning 
motivation through 

promoting teachers’

assessment literacy

Huge learner 

diversity 

Ongoing Renewal of 

the school curriculum 

(English KLA)

Support from 

the NET 

Section









 Activate students’ schema with a video before class



 Activate students’ schema with a video before class

 Introduce main ideas and vocabulary through 
multimodal texts

e-learning tool: Edpuzzle
- multiple choice or open-ended questions
- assessment data available
- connected to Google Classroom

https://edpuzzle.com/content
https://edpuzzle.com/content




 Help students visualize the text structure
 Make connection between ideas
 Draw students’ attention to different parts of 

speech



 Help students 
reorganize the 
ideas after 
access to 
multiple texts

 May add some 
categories to 
help weaker 
students 
identify the 
areas to be 
compared

Towards 
Evaluation



 change from consumers of multimodal texts to producers of 
multimodal texts  prosumers Serafini, F. (2014)

 reapply their knowledge including sentence structures and 
vocabulary learnt from the Edpuzzle video, main texts and other 
supporting texts

 Appropriacy of music, pictures and videos assessed in addition 
to the presentation skills 

e-learning tool: Adobe Spark Video
- user-friendly 
- can insert pictures, music or videos
- voice recording function available 
- work the best in iOS devices



 Learn outside classroom 

 Write a caption about a photo taken in a miniature 
exhibition and share it on Padlet for peer 
commenting  practice sentence structure and 
vocabulary

 Vote for the most favourite caption

e-learning tool: Padlet
- handy for students
- can post pictures, audio and videos
- can share learning outcomes, give 

thumbs-up or leave comments for 
peer evaluation  engaged



Planning

• use e-learning tools in professional development

• request help from the support sections from the EDB (SEED 

project)

Implementation

• adopt open class in the implementation period

• piloting in a form

Evaluation

• include multimodal assessments in the continuous assessment 

scheme (e.g. use for recording individual presentation, 

for book presentations)

• Create graphic organizers for the texts and include them in assessments




